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The UN 2001 Conference on the Illicit Trade of Small Arms and Light Weapons  
 
Around the world, Maryknollers frequently report of violent and horrifying acts involving the use of small arms 
and light weapons. Increasingly violence in both urban and rural areas features the use of automatic weapons, 
sometimes leftover stockpiles from old wars, and sometimes newly manufactured and traded on illicit markets. 
The majority of the casualties of small arms violence are civilians, especially women and children, and the losses 
are exacted on many levels. Because small arms weigh little and are easy to use, children as young as 8 relinquish 
their childhood innocence as they are increasingly recruited as combatants in wars throughout the world. In 
Africa especially, small arms feature prominently in the continent�s armed conflicts which absorb societies� 
economic and human resources. In light of these realities, the Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns (MOGC) 
has been looking for ways to effect policy that will reduce the number of small arms in circulation around the 
world. 
 
MOGC has joined the International Action Network on Small Arms (IANSA) to try to influence international 
policy makers on arms reduction. The Network is truly international and it includes partners like the Small Arms 
Working Group (SAWG) in Washington, D.C. (in which MOGC participates) as well as organizations and 
individuals from Asia, Africa, Latin America and Europe. Although MOGC, through SAWG, works on affecting 
the decisions of U.S. policy makers, this year our work is focused is on the preparations for the UN Conference 
on the Illicit Trade of Small Arms and Light Weapons in all its Aspects, to be held in New York, July 9-20, 2001. 
We feel that this conference has the potential to have far-reaching impact on this global issue. So far, we have 
participated at the Preparatory Committee (PrepCom) meetings in February 2000 and January 2001. We will 
participate in the last PrepCom Meeting in New York from March 19-30, and then in the conference itself in New 
York from July 9-20.  
 
The goal of IANSA is to enhance human security and strengthen civil society by reducing the threat to life posed 
by the easy availability and widespread misuse of small arms. This concern is mirrored by the concern of the 
international community that uncontrolled arms flows facilitate conflict and undermine peace efforts and 
development. In order to reduce the illicit trafficking in small arms and light weapons in all its aspects, IANSA 
participants recommend that the conference consider the problem from multiple perspectives - including better 
controls on legal arms transfers. IANSA believes that states bear the primary responsibility for addressing the 
problems posed by the illicit trafficking of small arms, and that the UN conference should construct an 
international action program that includes the following elements: 
 
1. Preventing and combating illicit transfers  
2. Controlling legal transfers  
3. Controls on the availability, use and storage of small arms within nations  
4. Collection and destruction of surplus weapons from both civil society and regions of conflict 
5. Increasing transparency and accountability  
6. Support for research and information sharing  
7. Measures to counter demand  
8. Implementation and follow-up of the Conference on Small Arms  
 
If you would like to read the IANSA position paper on the UN Small Arms Conference, it is available at: 
http://www.iansa.org/calendar/2001/documents/iansa/focus.htm. If you do not have access to the Internet and 
would like to see it, please let us know and we will send you a copy.  
 
During the first PrepCom meeting of the UN Conference on the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons 
in all its Aspects, the discussion among member states revealed deep divisions over how the small arms issue 



should be understood and how narrowly countries were willing to define �illicit trafficking.� There was also 
significant debate about whether civil society groups could participate in, or even listen to any part of the 
PrepCom or conference. In fact, after the first introductory session, all other sessions were closed to the public.  
 
The second PrepCom, held 10 months later, was much smoother for a number of reasons. The chair of the 
PrepCom process, Ambassador Dos Santos from Mozambique, worked with a small committee to draft a program 
of action and rules of procedure to which delegates could respond. All delegations appreciated something 
concrete which defined the issue and began to name some of the expected outcomes. The bulk of the second 
PrepCom was focused on editing these documents with members of civil society present as observers. Before the 
end of the conference twenty IANSA members were able to make short presentations to the assembly of 
delegates stating their positions and expectations of the outcome. I attach the presentation given by Father Carroll 
Houle, MM at this session [appendix A].  
 
Most of the work that we do at the UN at sessions like these happens in the hallways before and after sessions. 
We talk with delegates and invite them to NGO briefings and encourage them to adopt the ideas agreed upon by 
the participating members of IANSA. Subgroups of IANSA members had several small meetings and 
conversations with delegates from Colombia, the United Kingdom, Canada, the U.S., Kenya, the Gambia and 
New Zealand. We have made a serious effort to reach out to delegations that might not share IANSA�s opinion 
on how to solve the problem. 
 
As we approach the third PrepCom and upcoming conference it is becoming clear that some delegates (like those 
from the U.S.) strongly feel that the conference should not come up with any binding outcomes such as a treaty. 
They hope that the conference will come up with a statement of political will to reduce the global number of 
small arms. This statement would support regional efforts at reducing excesses of small arms like the �Bamako 
Declaration� by the Organization of African States, or �Brasilia Declaration� of the Latin American and 
Caribbean States, or the Organization of Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCD)�s document on small arms 
and light weapons adopted at the end of November 2000.  
 
The United States delegation (ten persons strong) holds that there is significant progress being made in the 
ongoing negotiations of a Convention on Transnational Organized Crime (TOC) and a related protocol to deal 
with firearms trafficking. The U.S. feels that the UN Small Arms Conference in July should not come up with a 
legally binding instrument because the Firearms Protocol, being negotiated in the TOC, will be that instrument.  
 
The Firearms protocol contains practical, tools-based measures designed to assist law enforcement communities 
by enhancing international cooperation and promoting greater transparency in legal transfers of firearms. It sets 
out comprehensive procedures for the import, export and transit of firearms, their parts and components, and 
ammunition. It is a reciprocal system requiring countries to provide authorizations to one another before 
permitting shipments of firearms to leave, arrive or transit across their territory and enables law enforcement to 
track the legal movement of shipments to prevent theft and diversion. Negotiation of the Firearms Protocol began 
in early 1999 and is on going. There will be another round of meeting of the TOC in March in Vienna, just prior 
to the Small Arms PrepCom session in New York. IANSA�s hope is that the UN Conference in July will support 
the TOC work in Vienna in binding ways.  
 
For a copy of the latest version of the UN firearms protocol go to: 
http://www.uncjin.org/Documents/Conventions/conventions.html 
 



WE INVITE YOU TO GET INVOLVED: 
 
Whether it is a matter of political will or binding declarations, there is significant energy around this issue within 
the UN process. Maryknoll stories of small arms violence around the world might greatly help our work with the 
delegates, and if you know people who are experts in your part of the world whose unique perspective would add 
to the conference, please let us know. In the January PrepCom, retired colonel Jan Kamenju, who had been 
involved with Maryknollers in the Active Non-Violent Movement in Kenya, participated in lobbying African 
delegates in particular. The IANSA network has shown incredible commitment to getting participants from Asia, 
Africa and Latin America at the PrepComs and at the conference itself. If you know persons with this kind of 
expertise and experience, please send us your recommendations with contact information. Your involvement in 
this process could tremendously help IANSA�s lobbying efforts. Please contact us with your stories, ideas and 
useful contacts. If you will be in New York in July and would like to participate, please let us know and we will 
create a space to include you in the process.  
 
  

 
Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns: Peace, Social Justice & Integrity of Creation 
P.O. Box 29132, Washington, D.C.  20017; phone (202)832-1780; ogc@maryknoll.org 
P.O. Box 311, Maryknoll, N.Y.   10545; phone (914)941-7575; global@mksisters.org 

 
Marie Dennis, director; Latin America issues -- mdennis@maryknoll.org 

Pete Ruggere, MM, Asia/Pacific & Middle East issues -- pruggere@igc.org 
Mary Duffy, MM, ecology/UN -- mduffy@mksisters.org 
Kathy McNeely, MMAF, Africa issues -- kneels@igc.org 

Carroll Houle, MM, peace/poverty/land issues/UN -- choule@mksisters.org 
Mercedes Roman, MMAF, children & women/UN -- mroman@mksisters.org 

Judy Coode, communications manager -- jcoode@maryknoll.org 
Deidre Point, administrative assistant -- dpoint@maryknoll.org 



============================[appendix A]========================== 
 

Father Carroll Houle�s intervention at the Second PrepCom for the 2001 UN Conference on the Illicit Trade of 
Small Arms and Light Weapons and All its Aspects, January 19, 2001 
 
On behalf of Pax Christi International, Fellowship of Reconciliation, the World Conference on Religion and 
Peace and Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns, I would like to share with you our views as active members of 
the NGO community. Governments and civil society must work together on the small arms and light weapons 
issues to bring security and peace. The religious communities have been able to play a special role in this, 
especially when there has been inter-faith dialogue and action. For example, last week Bishop Singulane of 
Mozambique came to our NGO meeting and spoke to us about the program he was involved in with other 
churches in collecting and destroying arms.  
 
Every day we receive reports of violence and horrifying acts involving the use of small arms and light weapons, 
which have become the most widely used instruments of death and destruction in the world and a leading 
contributor to a culture of violence. The majority of the casualties are civilians--especially women and children.  
 
We believe that only a far-reaching change of behavior and attitude can remedy the endemic proliferation and 
misuse of small arms and light weapons. This change requires motivating people to participate more actively 
within their respective community in cooperation with wider global initiatives. These initiatives include reducing 
arms in circulation, creating more security conditions, and working toward the demobilization of combatants for 
a healthy reintegration into society.  
 
A strong humanitarian and moral obligation impels us as religious communities to break the cycle of small arms 
proliferation. Religious communities are already cooperating with governments and other groups to promote 
programs encouraging citizens to surrender illegal, unsafe or unwanted firearms, and are involved in local, 
national, and regional public education and awareness campaigns aimed at de-legitimizing the possession of 
weapons.  
 
Mr. Chairman, our special interest is in reversing cultures of violence by promoting cultures of solidarity, peace 
and nonviolence. We offer ways of resolving conflicts at all levels of society through community education 
projects. We could list many examples from the organizations I am speaking for, and I would like to illustrate one 
from personal experience.  
 
During my twenty years in rural Tanzania I was impressed to see how much time and energy was spent by elders, 
sitting under a big tree, voluntarily doing conflict mediation and resolution, peace making and reconciliation. 
Every ethnic group in Africa has a rich tradition in peace-making and reconciliation. Although things are 
changing rapidly in many cultures, religious communities are building on the best of the traditional values and 
practices, as well as incorporating the best of other traditions, such as Gandhian nonviolence. When I helped 
bring Active Non-Violence on an inter-faith level to Kenya several years ago, there was a huge response from 
young and old, men and women, of all religious traditions.  
 
Although religion can and has been a source of conflict in some parts of the world, religious communities often 
enjoy respect, credibility and neutrality which enable them to work from the grassroots with large numbers of 
people.   
 
Mr. Chairman, civil society alone cannot tackle the proliferation of small arms and light weapons. Governments 
and civil society must work together. However, the responsibility for limiting small arms and light weapons lies 
principally with governments. Our expectation is that the outcome of these two weeks' work will show real 
commitment and political will by governments to overcome the present obstacles to a far reaching outcome at the 
July Conference. 


